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Measurementsof the deformationof a sound field by the presenceof an anthropometriemanikin are
described.
An appronimatepointsourceis placedat a distanceof 3 m in front of the manikinat the heightof
the manikin'sears.In the horizontalplane at this height the resultantSPL is measuredaround the head at

distan
cesof I½mto2 m,measured
fromthetipofthenose.
Thesignals
werepuretones
at 1,2, 4, 6, 8,andl0
kHz. It wasfoundthat the presence
of the manikincausedchangesin the SPL of the soundfield of at most
a:2.5 dB at.a distanceof 1 m from the surfaceof the manikin.Only over an intervalof approximately20 ø
behindthe manikinli.e., oppositethe soundsource}did the manikincausemuchlargerchanges,up to 9
Thesechangesare causedby destructiveinterferencebetweensoundscomingfrom oppositesidesof the
manikin.In front9f themanikin,thechanges
in $PL at thisdistancearewithin :• ! dB.
PACS numbers:43.66.Yw, 43.20.Fn [BS]

progressive

INTRODUCTION

sound field of frontal incidence.

To deter-

mine this deformation, the difference between the SPL

Recently, artifical heads--and torsos--(so-called
anthropometric manikins) have been used in the mea-

at a given point in the neighborhood of the manikin is

surement of the acoustical characteristics of hearing

measured. This quantityis termed aL• andis thusde-

aids under approximately realistic conditions. An ex-

fined

of the resultant

ample of a manikin designed primarily for this pur-

field and the SPL of the undisturbed

field

as

AL•= :2.0
logPr,,/Pi(dB) = Lr•, - Li,

pose has been described in detail by Burkhard and

(1)

Sachs (1975). Acoustic manikins may also be used in

where Presand Pi are the soundpressure of the result-

the calibration of headphones, in measurements of the

ant field and the undisturbedfield, respectively, and
Lr, • and L• are the correspondingsoundpressure

attenuation of ear defenders (Burkhard, 1978), and in
stereophonic recordings in connection with the evalua-

levels.

tionof theacoustical
qualityof cohcerthalls, auditoriums, etc. (Wikens, 1972; Kuhl and Plantz, 1975).

--

MOTOR

A manikin causesa deformation in its neighborhood
of the sound field into which it is introduced. It is important to know the spatial extent of this deformation

in order to be able to specify, for example, the best
location of a control microphone to be used to maintain

a constantsoundpressure at a given point in the field

(Preyes,1978;Burkhard,1978). Suchknowledge
is also

3m

important for specifying •he dimensions of the room in

O.5m

whichthe manikinis to be placed, and for determining
the minimumacceptabledistanceto measuringequipment that must be present in the room.
The present investigation seeks to determine the de-

formation of a given soundfield in the neighborhoodof
the manikin describedby Burkhard and Sachs, (1975)

1.25m

designated
KEMARa. The manikinis placedin a free,
IP

2

90ø

•o

FIG. 1.

796 _

The geometry of the measuring system.
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FIG.

2.

The experimental setup.
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This investigationis pertinent not only to various

practicalproblems,butalsoto a mathematical
model
of the human head and torso. The measured values of

ALpweretobecompared
to calculated
valuesof ALp,
butthispart of the investigation
so far hasmet with

8, and10kHz. Measurements
weremadewiththemicrophone
at thefollowing
distances
(r) fromthetip of
the nose of the manikin to the actual measuring circle:

r=l,2,3,...,48,49,50cm,

rather limited success, especially at frequenciesabove

and r= 55,60,65,...,90,95,100

3 kHz. The model will therefore not be further disct•s-

and r= 125,150, 175,200 cm.

sed in this paper.

Sincetime couldnot permit measuringthroughoutthe
wholeneighborhood
of the manikin at all audiblefre-

quencies,measurements
were limited to the horizontal

cm,

The rangeof the measuringfrequencieswas chosen
accordingto the followingconsiderations:At frequencies below 1 kHz the wavelength of the sound is large

comparedwiththe dimensions
of the headandtorso.

planethrough
theears of themanikin. Thesound

Therefore the soundfield in the neighborhoodof the

sourcewas also placedin this plane,in front of the

manikinoughtnot to deviatemuchfrom theundisturbed

manikin.

free field. A small introductory investigation at low

frequenciesconfirmedthis, showing
maximumdeviations of 3 to 4 dB near the manikin and less than I dB at

I. MEASURING
PROGRAM
AND EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP

a distance

of 50 cm.

The upperlimit of the measuringfrequencieswas

FigureI Shows
themanikin
placed
in a sound
field
of frontalincidence
Pt. Themicrophone
(M) wasused
tomeasureAL•as defined
in Eq. (1). Themeasure-

mentswere carried outas a functionof the angieOfrom

0øto 360ø. Thesignalswerepuretonesat 1, 2, 4, 6,

chosenbecausemeasurementson hearing aids (for

whichpurpose
KEMAI•wasprimarilyconstructed)
usuallyterminateat 8 or 10kHz. Measurements
of
higherfrequencies
wouldalsohaveplacedseveredemandson the experimentalsetup, especiallywith reo

o

•'
z'

--'•--4kHz

3dB
,2o
--6kHz

OdB

20

240
' . . ,•120
ß8k••

180

....

10kHz

-. lOkHz

FIG.3. D•erence
•een SPLofreplantfieldandincident FIG.4. Difference
•tweenSPLofresul•ntfieldandincident

field•(dB) asafunction
of•, forr =1cm.
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card to its mechanical construction.

Reflections from the mechanical arrangement were

The interval between the values of the distance parameter •' was chosen to permit a reasonable description

of how AL• dependson distance in the nearfield, at
least at the lower test fgequencies.

An interval of I cm within the range 1 cm •<•' •<50 cm

gives a reas0nablyclear '•hree-dimensionaI"picture of
the results up to 6 kHz (see Figs. 12, 13, and 14).
Figure 2 shows the manikin placed in an anechoic
room with the center of the head 125 cm above the net

floor of the room. The soundsource($) is placedin
the same plane a distance of 3 m from the center of the

head. The microphone (M) is mounted so that it can be
rotated around a point (O) directly above the center of
the head. The position of the microphone relative to the
point O coukl be adjusted with an accuracy of + 0.5 mm.

The point O stayed within about I mm of the point directly above the center of the head during a complete
revolution of the microphone. This means that the
worst inaccuracy in the placement of the microphone in
the horizontal plane is 1.5 ram; the corresponding
change in the resultant ,qPL'rarely exceeded I dB.

negligible,givingrise to maximumchangesin Lr• of
about ñ0.5

dB at 10 kHz.

Also reflections

from the

net floor were found to be unimportant at a distance of

125 bm from the floor (see Ingerslev et al., 1967/68).

The signal from the microphonewas passedthrough
an amplifier (+ 40 dB) anda •-octave•tlter to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio, and then to the level recorder. The recorder was synchronized with the motor
driving the microphone system.

It is extremely important to control the measuring
frequencyas the SPL d./fferencewilI changedrastically
as a function of frequency especially at the higher frequencies. A frequency counter was used to keep the
frequency within • 1 Hz of the nominal value during the
measurements.

The microphone(and the mountingequipmentin its
vicinity) must be kept very small to avoidunwanted
disturbancesof the soundfield. For the presentstudy,
a subminiatureelecttel microphone(Knowles, type
BT-1759, 7.9 x 5.6)<2.3 ram) was used. Its directional
characteristic at 10 kHz differed -maximally by 1.4 dB

2kHz

- - -6kHz

ßSkHz 1•
FIG.

5.

Difference

between SPL of resultant

•--10kHz akHz
: ' l•
field and Inci-

dentfield AL•(dB)as a functionof O, for •-=10 cm.
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FIG. 6.

----10kHz

Difference between SPL of resultant field and inci-

dentfield AL•(dB)as a functionof O, for •-=25 cm.
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from that of an ideal omnidirectional microphone.

source was defined as that which produced the most

The sound source was chosen to provide an undisturbed sound field that could easily be described mathematically.
The most straightforward would be a plane,
progressive field, but this can not be generated over a
large enough section of the room. The next field in
order of simplicity is a simple radial field, i.e., the
field generated by a zero-order source. A source with

So defined, this alignment varied somewhat from fre-

symmetric
disturbance
of {hefieldaroundthemanikin.
quencyto frequency and for different values of r, and it
was decided that the manikin should be aligned for the

distance r= 1 cm and the frequency f= 10 kHz. The
alignment was carried out in two steps: First the head

wasplacedon the torso(withtwoneckringsbetween)
so that it "looked right" and the manikin was set facing

an approximately spherical characteristic up to 10
kHz was available, and was therefore chosen. This
source, which is described in detail by Ingerslev et
(1967/68), has an omnidirectional characteristic that

the soundsource. A curve of Lr,s as a functionof /• was

deviates less than 0. ?dB at frequencies up to 10 kHz.

torso was maintained in the position found in step one
and the head was turned slightly relative to the torso

recorded. This was repeated with the manikin turned a
little to either side of the first position, and in this way,

a roughalignment
wasobtained.As a second
step,the

The source was placed 3 m from the center of the
head. This rather large distance was chosen because

until the most symmetric curve (at r = 1 cm andf= 10

it permitted: (a) Measurements of the deformation of

kHz) was obtained. The manikin then stayed in this

the field at distances up to 2 m from the surface of the

position for the rest of the measurements.

manikin, and (b) the incident field to be approximately
plane within the area containing the manikin.
In this investigation, the manikin was used as manufactured, i.e., without clothing and a wig, and the correct alignment of the manikin relative to the sound

o

It shouldbe emphasizedthat the resultantfield around
the manikinat the higherfrequenciesis very sensitive
to changes
in the manikin'salignment. Otherdefinitions of the correct alignment based, for instance, on

theoutput
fromthemicrophones
in themanikin's
head

o

o

FIG. 7. DifferencebetweenSPL of resultantfield andinci-

dentfieldAL•(dB)
asa function
of/), forr= 50cm.
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FIG. 8. Difference between SPL of resultant field and inci-

dentfieldAL•(dB)as a function
of/), for r= 75 cm.
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will almost certainly

lead to different values for the de-

tails

field.

II.

of the resultant

RESULTS

A representaUve sample of results is shown in Figs.
3 through 14. Figures 3 through 11 present polar plots

of AL, as a function of • ranging from the nearfield
of the manikin to a distance of 1 m.

At the frequencies

1 to 6 kHz, AL• is given only for values of 0 in the interval 0ø to 180ø becausethe curves of AL• generally
are symmetrical,
median plane.

within a few decibels,

around the

•

Figures 12, 13, and 14 present "three-dimensional"

drawings of aL• at 2, 4, and 6 kHz and for r from 1 to

,10kHz

30 cm. This presentation facilitates the general view
of the gradual development of the disturbance of the
field

III.

around

the manikin.

SUMMARY
The results

show that the manikin

causes a deforma-

tion (ALo)of theincidentfield in front of itself thatis

5d8

o

240•'120
•

--i-5dB

FIG. 10.

' 10kHz

Difference between SPL of resultant field and inci-

dentfieldAL•(dB)as a function
of O at 10 kHz, for r=50 and
75 cm.

I kHz

2 kHz

--- -4kHz

- - - 6 kHz

•

less

than about

this

deformation

of the manikin,

2 dB at a distance
amounts

i.e.,

to about

of 50 cm.
1 dB.

At 100 cm

At the back

within the angles from 170ø to

180
0

180

FIG.

9.

Difference

between

SPL of resultant

180

field

and inci-

dentfield ALe(dB)as a functionof O, for r= 100 cm.
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FIG.

11.

Difference

between SPL of resultant

field and inci-

dentfield AL•(dB)as a functionof O at 10 kHz for r=100 cm.
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90

0

120 150 180

FIG. 12. 52•(dB) versusO at distancesfrom 1 to 30 cm, for
f= 2 kHz. •e

heavyline in the coordinatemetindicates 0 dB

30

60

90

120

150

I•0

FIG. 14. ALo(dB)
versus
O at distances
from1 to30cm,for

f= 6 kHz. Theheavyline in thecoordinate
netindicates
0 dB

throughout the drawing.

throughoutthe drawing.

190ø, there exist sharp destructive interference minima

from theseminima, the maximumvalue of AL• at 50

in AL•, whichstill amountto as muchas 9 dBat a dis-

cm is from + 3 dB to -7 dB (over the range 60ø •<8 •<80ø)

tance of 100 cm from the manikin at 10 kHz.

and approximately ñ 2.5 dB (over the range 80ø •<8

Apart

•<110ø) at 100 cm.
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